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When Roman Roads Crossed Water 
Anthony Durham 

1: The First Isle of Wight Ferry 

Travelling to and from the Isle of Wight should have been no big deal for the Romans.  Both 

sides of the Solent have an abundance of safe mooring places for small boats, and nowadays 

regular ferries cross on multiple routes, from Portsmouth to Ryde, Portsmouth to Fishbourne 

(IoW), Southampton to Cowes, and Lymington to Yarmouth.  Also hovercraft, which most 

closely mimic the way ancient boats landed.  The Solent is barely a mile wide at its narrowest 

(by Hurst Point), and at my childhood home of Ryde the tide goes out so far you can almost 

fancy wading across to Gosport. 

Yet the Romans seem to have chosen none of these routes to the Isle of Wight.  Instead they 

built a special road down the western side of Southampton Water, pointing at the heart of the 

Island.  After reaching the coast, this route apparently crossed the Solent by boat, and 

resumed on the Island side.  That sea crossing, which might be called the original Isle of 

Wight ferry, ran from Lepe to Gurnard, two places that today look distinctly unpromising as 

ferry terminals.  It probably began early in the Roman conquest of Britain, when Vespasian 

and the 2nd Legion Augusta were busy subduing 20 hill-forts. 

On the mainland side, the precise route of Margary’s road number 423 was worked out by 

Clarke (2003), along with all its sight lines and various wiggles to bypass boggy areas.  It 

began near a big hill-fort (Tatchbury Mount) north-west of Southampton, and ran south-

south-west for about 21 km towards a small port near Lepe on the Solent, probably at Stone 

Farm, SZ457993, or possibly at Pits Copse. 

The likely Roman embarkation point from road 423 was inside a small estuary that has since 

silted up, probably after its mouth got blocked by a sandbar.  One edge of that former estuary 

is now marked by a stream called Dark Water and the other by a nameless ditch and series of 

ponds.  The former estuary’s existence is not obvious in the modern landscape, where one 

tends to notice its much bigger neighbours, Beaulieu River and Southampton Water. 

The place name Lepe may have descended from something like ad Lapidem, which Bede (4, 

14) described as being in the right area, and which alludes to stone, often associated with 

Roman remains.  It is tempting to associate this area with some post-Roman history in the 

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle.  In particular Cerdic’s ora is mentioned twice, for the years 495 and 

514.  One of the meanings of Latin ora was ‘shore’, but in Old English it usually meant 

‘ridge’ and the Chronicle actually explains ora using two words, stede and stowe, both types 

of ‘place’.  So this was more likely to be Cerdic’s inland headquarters than his landing site. 

Personal names of early warlords must be taken with a big pinch of salt.  The classic example 

of a name made up from a place is Port, the alleged founder of Portsmouth.  Hengist 

‘stallion’ may be a politically inspired pun-translation of Latin cantarius ‘gelding’, to 

resemble Cantware ‘Kent dwellers’.  Similarly, Wihtgar may just be a confused memory of 

the Wihtgara or Wihtwara ‘Wight dwellers’.  In the centre of the Island, Carisbrooke Castle, 

whose rectangular, medieval bailey looks like a Roman fort, might have been the power 

centre of a local ruler.  About the Island’s earliest archaeology see Ulmschneider (1999). 

On the Island, the road that looks like a continuation of road 423 is called Rew Street.  It runs 

for 8 km, with Roman-looking singleness of purpose, to link Gurnard on the coast to 

Carisbrooke.  Gurnard had a substantial promontory, now eroded into the sea (though you can 

still see it underwater in Lidar images, and parts survived almost into living memory), on 

which sat a substantial Roman villa and also a fort built around 1600.  I used to think naively 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Roman-Roads-Britain-Ivan-Margary/dp/0212970011
http://www.hantsfieldclub.org.uk/publications/hampshirestudies/digital/2000s/vol58/Clarke.pdf
http://www.megalithic.co.uk/article.php?sid=11556
http://oll.libertyfund.org/titles/bede-the-complete-works-of-venerable-bede-8-vols--4
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dora1
http://www.bosworthtoller.com/018697
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wihtwara
http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archiveDS/archiveDownload?t=arch-769-1/dissemination/pdf/vol43/43_019_044.pdf
http://www.iwhistory.org.uk/RM/minorforts/#gur
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that Romans could land onto a promontory sticking out from the coast (rather like Ryde Pier) 

and that Rew Street was just a seductive coincidence, but then Clarke’s article explained how 

Roman embarkation points probably really worked.  That promontory sheltered the mouth of 

a stream called Gurnard Luck.  (The local word luck looks suspiciously like *leuc-, literally 

‘light’, which shows up in ancient names of places with a wide field of view over sandy 

estuaries.)  Nowadays all that remains is a tiny inlet with room for two dozen boats to moor, 

cut off from a marshy valley by a road, but aerial photos clearly show that there must once 

have been a substantial, funnel-shaped estuary. 

The Gurnard embarkation point would have been on the west side of the valley, perhaps near 

Cliff Farm or Baskett’s Farm.  As far as I know, no one has seriously metal-detected or 

looked for Roman archaeology in that area.  It remains entirely possible that Carisbrooke 

Castle is a red herring and/or that a native trackway never got up-engineered to Roman army 

standard.  Nevertheless, it is striking how Rew (a variant spelling of row) Street resembles 

road 423 on the mainland.  It runs due south for about 3km, avoiding wet ground around 

Gurnard Luck, almost to the edge of modern Parkhurst Forest.  Then a slight turn allows 

several forest trails, and then Gunville Road, to point straight towards Carisbrooke Castle. 

My map of the Solent area is based on the work of many people, including Scott Vanderbilt’s 

mapping of Margary roads, and www.megalithic.co.uk.  It is imperfect in many ways and 

cannot claim to be truly accurate cartography.  Coastlines and river courses are modern and 

possibly quite different from their Roman equivalents.  Rings indicate hill-forts. 

Red lines indicate Roman roads, labelled with M numbers if endorsed by Margary or with 

NEW if described by Clarke as newly discovered, and dashed for my own new suggestions.  

The dashed line across Southampton is a complete guess.  Clarke (2003), like Field (1992) 

over the county border in Dorset, perceived the Roman road network as due to Vespasian’s 

men during the initial conquest.   

Following parts will explain why I think that ancient names belong in particular locations, 

with hyperlinks for anyone who wants the gory details. 

http://www.romaneranames.uk/l/luguleuk.pdf
http://www.worldcat.org/title/dorset-and-the-second-legion-new-light-on-a-roman-campaign/oclc/30916606
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2: Other Roman Ferries in Britain 

Latin trajectus ‘crossing’, past participle of traicio ‘to throw across’, contributed to ancient 

names that became modern Utrecht and Maastricht on the Continent.  The word was also 

used for the long trip across the Adriatic from Brindisi to a port in modern Albania.  In 

Britain, the Domesday name Tric (part of Skegness) may preserve a trace of a trajectus 

across the Wash towards the Norfolk coast, with the end of the Icknield Way and the Roman 

fort of Branodunum at modern Brancaster.  That gap, of water plus marshland extending 

inland towards Peterborough, was wide enough to sustain a major tribal division in Roman 

and post-Roman times, in contrast with the way that rivers, and navigable water more 

generally, tended to be cultural unifiers. 

The river Severn was one of the great highways into the heart of early Britain.  The Romans 

crossed it near the location of the new Severn Bridge and the former car ferry.  This is known 

from the Antonine Itinerary’s iter 14, which runs thus:  

Isca – viiii – Venta Silurum – xiiii – Abone – viii – Traiectus – vi – 

Aquis Sulis – xv – Verlucione – xx – Cunetione – xv – Spinis – xv – Calleva. 

Isca (Caerleon) and Venta Silurum (Caerwent) lie west of the Severn, but the other places are 

to the east.  Traiectus obviously indicates a ferry crossing, but it seems to have perplexed a 

manuscript copyist, perhaps because it was somehow indicated differently from normal place 

names on an original archetype.  Anyway, Abone and Traiectus (plus their mileages) got 

transposed, and they need to be put into the correct order for iter 14’s track to become clear. 

Iter 14 starts out as Margary’s road 60aa from Caerwent, running on land to somewhere near 

Sudbrook, by the Welsh end of the new Severn Bridge.  This is where, in 2008, Time Team 

worked out that an estuary, now silted up, led to Portskewett, with a likely embarkation point 

at about ST498881.  A strong candidate for the ancient name of that place is Iupania in the 

Cosmography, derived from ὑπανταω ‘to come to meet’.  Celtic scholars hate being told that 

place names they find baffling have simple explanations in a dictionary of ancient Greek! 

The rest of that stage of 8 Roman miles ran across water, probably to a point on the English 

side of the Severn near Crook’s Marsh power station, where Stup Pill (or New Pill Gout) may 

be a remnant of a silted-up ancient estuary that served as the ferry terminal.  Severn Road is 

therefore probably originally Roman, leading towards Hallen and the two hill-forts associated 

with Blaise Castle at Henbury.  Presumably it continued through built-up Bristol to link up 

with Margary’s road 54 somewhere in the area of Westbury or St Werburghs.  Road 54 then 

continued towards Bath, brushing the river Avon at Abone, where the tributary river Boyd 

entered, at Bitton, ST679696. 

Bristol residents will not like having Sea Mills dethroned as Abone, but they can take comfort 

that, while the Cosmography’s Abona was the Avon (river estuary, not a place), Sea Mills 

remains one of the strongest candidates in Britain for river engineering of Roman date.  The 

rivers called Avon were almost all important transport routes, especially trans-isthmus, whose 

first heyday would have been deep in prehistory, so it is hard to believe the common claim 

that the name Avon was a loan-word from Welsh into English. 

The same pattern of a Roman ferry between two little inlets on either side of a major estuary 

shows up on the Humber.  Petuaria was the Roman fort at Brough-on-Humber, around 

SE938268, where one of several roads called Ermine Street reached the north side of the 

Humber, with an embarkation point probably in an estuary whose surviving remnant is 

Ellerker Clough.  Ermine Street continued south of the Humber as Margary’s road 2d, with a 

likely Roman embarkation point in a larger precursor of Winteringham Haven. 

http://www.romaneranames.uk/b/branodun.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/i/isca.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/v/venta.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/a/abona.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/t/traiectu.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/v/venta.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/i/iupania.htm
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0057%3Aentry%3Du%28panta%2Fw
http://www.megalithic.co.uk/article.php?sid=4719
http://www.romaneranames.uk/a/abona.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/a/abona.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/p/petuaria.htm
http://www.pastscape.org.uk/hob.aspx?hob_id=63928
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Intriguingly, this area south of the Humber is almost a twin of the Isle of Wight, both in shape 

and in having a prominent name Whitton.  Historically, it is interesting as the likely site of 

the battles of Dubglas, attributed to Arthur by the Historia Brittonum.  Generations of 

scholars have failed to understand that those battles occurred on the eastern (Germanic) side 

of Britain and the name Dubglas did not mean ‘blue-black’ in a Celtic language.  Rather it 

meant something like ‘amber pool’, referring to rust-coloured water in Winterton Beck, 

downstream from the huge iron ore deposits of the Scunthorpe area, which were probably 

disturbed in Roman times, notably at the much-studied Romano-British site of Dragonby. 

The Menai Strait, which separates Anglesey from north Wales, must also have had a Roman 

ferry.  It used to be routine, but risky, for men and animals to wade across the Strait at 

extreme low tides (much like the Solway Firth, Morecambe Bay, and some other estuaries), 

at least before Telford’s 1826 bridge,.  A possible name for the Roman name of the Strait (or 

part of it) was the Cosmography’s Leugosena.  As with the Solent, there are many potential 

ferry routes across, but one that was probably used in Roman times would have started in the 

south-west at or near Seguntio, modern Caernarfon. 

3: Clues from Place Names 

Understanding early place names takes a lot of detective work.  This article is already long 

enough without showing all the logic and uncertainties, but *Seguntium is a useful example 

for a slightly fuller treatment.  Most authors liken its first part Seg- to Irish seg ‘strength, 

vigour’ and German Sieg ‘victory’, but actually another proto-Indo-European (PIE) root, 

*seg- ‘to attach, tack on’, is a better candidate.  That is because of another place name 

Segelocum, which was at Littleborough, where Margary road 28a crossed the river Trent, 

probably by means of a ford.  Two other Seg- places may also be relevant.  Segedunum 

(Wallsend) was where Romans might have taken a boat across the Tyne, rather than head 

upstream to a ford, before a bridge was built at Newcastle.  And Segloes might be near 

Kincardine if a coin of Caracalla marked TRAIECTUS referred to crossing the river Forth there.  

More digging into dictionaries and examining possibly similar places across the ancient 

world adds no more certainty.  In the end, Seg- as a marker for water’s-edge places, is an idea 

that ends up (to borrow TV Mythbusters’ terminology) declared Plausible, not Confirmed. 

Only one thing about early names is 100% certain: all extended writing on the subject is 

doomed to contain some utter nonsense.  That includes the present article.  However, in order 

to make progress, we must face up to uncertainty and try to separate signal from noise. 

A large proportion of the world’s cities have grown up around the lowest point where it was 

possible to walk across a navigable river at low tide or the highest point to which a sea-going 

ship could sail at high tide.  These two points could be close together or quite far apart.  It is 

hard to be precise about ancient river-port locations after two millennia of sea-level rise, post-

glacial rebound, siltation, and human interference with river courses.  Also the commercial 

heart of a town could move over time and the local warlord often preferred a defensible 

hilltop or promontory some distance away. 

Glevum (Gloucester), which resembles Latin glaeba ‘land, soil’, was historically the lowest 

point for crossing the Severn without a boat.  Well upstream lay Vertis (Worcester), similar to 

Latin verto ‘to turn back’, where the last vestige of a high tide could be felt, and cargo on the 

river would be forced to shift into smaller boats.  Downstream, there must have been a 

Roman crossing, presumably by boat, at about SO693114, level with the Forest of Dean and 

its iron working.  Margary road 543 approached the Severn from the east, to become Margary 

60a on the west, but no ancient name seems to have survived there. 

http://www.romaneranames.uk/d/dubglas.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/l/leugosen.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/s/segunt.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/s/sege.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/s/sege.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/s/segloes.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/g/glevum.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/v/vertis.htm
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Romano-British water engineering was more sophisticated than is generally realised, as 

forcefully argued by Raymond Selkirk.  He earned the hatred of some archaeologists by 

writing about the river crossing at Ferrybridge.  This is where I suspect that the Roman name 

Arbeia belongs (not at South Shields) as a base for Tigris boatmen.  Several other names may 

refer to boating, notably Ratae (Leicester), because of Latin ratis ‘log-raft, float, boat’ and 

where similar names occur overseas.  Ρατοσταθυβιου (Ratostathubiou), a name that 

positively reeks of boating, was somewhere around the mouth of the Severn. 

Raxtomessasenua is a weird name mentioned by the Cosmography as one of plurima flumina 

‘several rivers’ lying somewhere in or near the Solent, listed as one of a sequence of 36 

harbours around the coasts of England and Wales.  That name looks like a compound of three 

elements which all have plausible parallels elsewhere associated with sea crossings: Raxto ≈ 

‘reach to’; messa ≈ ‘cut through’ or ‘middle’; senua ≈ ‘separated, asunder’.  Could this 

conceivably be the ancient name of the Solent, or the ferry across it? 

A structure thrown across a river can serve multiple purposes, as a bridge for people and 

goods to cross, as a weir to raise the water level for cargo boats to go upstream, and as a 

wharf or river port.  The best example I know where evidence survives for such triple 

functionality is at Cilurnum (Chesters) fort on Hadrian’s Wall, interesting also as one of the 

few ancient names that can genuinely be explained best in Celtic (as ‘bucket’), perhaps due to 

its Roman garrison troops, who came from a Celtic-speaking region of northern Spain. 

Cataractonium (Catterick) comes from a Graeco-Latin word that meant literally ‘downfall’ 

and could be applied to a falling-shutter sluice gate, portcullis, waterfall, etc.  One wonders 

what exactly was the Roman structure across the river Swale there.  Dictim (possibly related 

to our word dike) is a strong candidate for the ancient name of Hylton, Sunderland, where 

there was a sill-dam across the river Wear. 

Margary’s Roman road 160c crossed the upper Thames at about SU587931, to link up with 

road 160cc and head into the small Roman town at Dorchester in Oxfordshire.  A series of 

fords across the Thames near there were strategically important in the Middle Ages (Grayson, 

2010).  No early name has survived for this Dorchester, but one may reasonably guess that it 

began with Duro-, like the other Dorchester in Dorset discussed below. 

The element Duro- has an unusually solid explanation, because it occurs in about 18 early 

British names.  It came from PIE *dhwer- ‘door’, which is cognate with forum, also 

originally something one passes through.  Continental Duro- names occurred in Germanic 

areas where later words such as German durch and Dutch door mean ‘through’. 

Durobrivae, with two instances in Britain plus parallels abroad, contains an element *briva, 

which has been interpreted as meaning ‘bridge’, but it is more likely to have meant ‘brow’, 

i.e. water’s edge.  At Rochester (Durobrovis in one document) the Roman road that became 

the A2 obviously aims straight across the river Medway, but no one knows when a bridge 

was first built across that gap.  I would not be surprised if for centuries it was routinely 

crossed by boat.  The invading armies of Caesar and of Claudius almost certainly would not 

have found a bridge there and would have needed to find a ford upstream, possibly at Madus. 

A few diehards still cling to the bad old idea that Duro- meant ‘fort’, like Latin duro ‘to make 

hard’, but that is ruled out by the very clear association with water crossings.  Durocobrivis 

(Dunstable) is the exception that proves the rule, because its position on a watershed between 

two river sources is a perfect fit to a meaning ‘crossing between brows’.  Still, it is not 

obvious what physical or social structure made any particular place earn a Duro- name. 

The vast majority of ancient river crossings were probably some kind of ford.  In modern 

Britain the Wetroads website knows of 2214 British fords and Ordnance Survey Open Data 

http://www.romaneranames.uk/essays/selkirk.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/a/arbeia.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/r/ratae.htm
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.04.0059%3Aentry%3Dratis
http://www.romaneranames.uk/r/ratostat.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/r/raxtomes.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/c/cilurnum.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/c/cataract.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/d/dictim.htm
http://oxoniensia.org/volumes/2010/Grayson.pdf
http://www.romaneranames.uk/d/duro.htm
https://lrc.la.utexas.edu/lex/master/0435
http://www.romaneranames.uk/d/durobriv.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/m/madus.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/d/durocobr.htm
http://www.wetroads.co.uk/
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contains at least 2000 place names in –ford.  So Roman Britain must have had many 

hundreds of fords.  What do ancient place names say about them? 

I do not know any classical place names built around Latin vadum ‘ford’.  Etymologically, 

vadum has nothing to do with water or stonework, but comes from a verb of motion related to 

evade.  Vadum is cognate with English wade, whose Norse equivalent vað shows up in many 

English place names, notably Sandy Wath, where men and animals used to wade across the 

Solway Firth to Dornock, interesting because the early name Bdora (*bi-duro?) was nearby. 

Welsh rhyd ‘ford’ is said to descend from *ritu-, seen in France in five attested ancient place 

names and 33 hypothetical precursors of later names, plus two early names in the Scottish 

borders, Tadoriton and Maporiton, whose first elements meant ‘father’ and ‘son’.  Linguists 

explain *ritu- as cognate with Latin portus ‘port’; see for example, Matasovic (2011) on 

*fritu-.  Beyond that, Celtic scholars’ logic about fords is unconvincing.  For example, there 

is no need to amend Durolito (Chigwell) and Camborico (probably Icklingham) to fit *ritu, 

because they have perfectly good explanations as written.  Anderidos (Pevensey) most likely 

contained a word similar to Old English rith ‘stream’, which led to the modern name Ryde.  

A more likely root of *ritu- is PIE *reidh- ‘to ride’.  Only one Irish word is cited as cognate 

with rhyd: humarrith, used just once but definitely referring to a ford.  It might have meant 

something like ‘wet ride’ if its first element was like Latin umeo ‘to be moist’. 

Tamese was probably the ancient fording place at Westminster, while Ταμεια (Tameia) was 

its equivalent across the Tay at Scotland’s ancient capital of Scone.  Both names seem to 

combine an ancient word for flowing (compare thaw and all those Ta-something river names) 

with a word for going (compare mission and permeate). 

Notice a theme developing.  All the ancient words for crossing water refer to movement, not 

to the physical structure involved, or to water itself.  The English word ford is cognate with 

port and comes from a deep root *per- ‘to lead, to pass over’, which is part of one of the 

biggest entries in a PIE dictionary.  Its vast range of descendants includes fare, ferry and 

fjord, showing the typically Germanic change of P to F. 

Latin portus ‘port’ originated as somewhere that one enters, as can be seen from porta ‘gate’ 

and porto ‘to carry’.  At places where Roman roads in the Antonine Itinerary ended on water, 

portus was added to Dubris (Dover) and Lemanis (Lympne).  Portum adurni in the Notitia 

Dignitatum is usually guessed to be Portchester Castle, and Tacitus mentioned Trucculensem 

Portum ‘savage harbour’, probably the Montrose basin.  Many early harbours have just a 

single surviving name, describing its most significant characteristic, such as Antrum (Whitby) 

literally ‘cave’ (tight entrance) or Velox (Poole) literally ‘speedy’ (tide race). 

Greek λιμην ‘harbour’ shows up in Ptolemy’s Geography as Σεταντιων ‘wide opposite’ 

λιμην, near Fleetwood, as Καινος ‘new’ λιμην, somewhere on the south coast, possibly near 

Lewes, and as Μεγας ‘great’ λιμην, somewhere around the Solent, where it might be the 

same as the Cosmography’s Leucomagno ‘great open view’.  Λιμνου (near Dublin), 

*Silumnus (Scilly Isles), and Lemanis may contain a similar word.  Many words and names 

beginning with L are “wet” – think of lake and liquid and Lindum (Lincoln) – but they could 

also be muddy or marshy – think of (s)lime and loam and Verolamium (St Albans). 

The essence of an ancient harbour or fording place was that a road on tolerably hard ground 

penetrated through marsh at the water’s edge.  One can see this archaeologically at Othona 

(Bradwell, ‘outen’) on Margary 31, Tunnocelo (Ravenglass, ‘tongue little eye’), and a dozen 

other places whose ancient name is unknown or that I am not confident about.  Londinium 

(London), a hugely important ancient port, probably meant something like ‘landing place’, 

http://www.romaneranames.uk/b/bdora.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/t/tadomapo.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/t/tadomapo.htm
http://mudrac.ffzg.unizg.hr/~rmatasov/EDPC-Addenda%20et%20corrigenda.pdf
http://www.romaneranames.uk/d/durolito.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/c/camboric.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/a/anderido.htm
https://lrc.la.utexas.edu/lex/master/1605
https://www.failteromhat.com/book/cattleraid.php
http://www.romaneranames.uk/t/tamese.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/t/tameia.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/d/dubris.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/l/lemanis.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/p/portumad.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/t/truccule.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/t/truccule.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/a/antrum.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/v/velox.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/s/setantio.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/c/kainos.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/m/megaslim.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/l/leucomag.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/s/scilly.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/l/lindum.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/v/verolami.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/o/othona.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/t/tunnocel.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/l/londiniu.htm
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though many authorities quote a Celtic explanation of *Plowonid-on-jon ‘unfordable river’.  

Or should that be ‘pull-the-other-one’? 

Gelling and Cole (2003) discussed at length how names associated with ferries across the 

Severn in the 1400s contained Lode, which was probably much the same as –lade in names 

such as Cricklade.  A word gelad, seen for example in Beowulf, meant ‘water passage’, and a 

precursor probably formed part of Roman Vindogladia, discussed below. 

Latin pons, pontis is always translated as ‘bridge’, but it started out meaning ‘way, passage’ 

and is cognate with our words path and find.  No single Indo-European root for ‘bridge’ can 

be reconstructed.  Germanic words such as bridge may come from a basic meaning of either 

‘wooden beam’ or ‘brow/brink’, while Slavic words are related to our word mast.  Baltic and 

Greek words are different again, while the Irish word for bridge means ‘wheel path’. 

Wikipedia has a useful list of Roman bridges.  Throughout history, bridge-building has been 

an important skill for invading armies: think of Caesar crossing the Rhine or Trajan crossing 

the Danube, but also of Xerxes at the Hellespont or Napoleon at Berezina.  Once peace is 

established and overawing the natives is no longer a priority, bridges must stand or fall by 

their economic value. 

In early Britain properly engineered bridges were few in number and largely a Roman 

innovation for military purposes.  Dymond (1961) documented some on the main road north 

from London to Edinburgh and a few more Roman bridges have been found since.  Harrison 

(2004) reckoned that during the post-Roman economic collapse existing bridges were not 

well maintained, with new ones not starting to be built before AD 700. 

Pons Aelii in northern Britain must have been named in emulation of a similarly named 

bridge in Rome, later rebadged as Ponte Saint’Angelo, and is generally guessed to have been 

across the Tyne at or near Newcastle and associated with Hadrian’s Wall.   

Ad Pontem was the Roman settlement at East Stoke beside the river Trent, on the Fosse Way.  

Many battles have been fought in that strategically important corridor into the almost-island 

of Lindsey: during the Civil War and the Wars of the Roses, but also possibly in 679, and 

around 500 (Tribruit, attributed to Arthur).  It is hard to see how the bridge concerned could 

have been across the Trent, partly because of that river’s complex history of channel 

migration and of braiding, and partly because few roads, Roman or modern, appear to head 

across the Trent.  Nothing more than a drainage ditch crosses the road there now.  A puzzle. 

Tripontium ‘of the three bridges’ was on Watling Street, located at Caves Inn by mileages in 

iter 6.  There the Roman road crossed three minor rivers in succession, over a distance of 5 

km, none big enough to justify a very fancy bridge. 

The existence of a Roman bridge can be inferred, and sometimes supported by archaeology, 

at places whose Roman names did not include pons, but where later names contained bridge, 

including Corbridge, Piercebridge, Cambridge, and Stamford Bridge. 

This unexpectedly long section of the article is necessary to lay the basis for discussing some 

place names below.  I suspect that ancient people regarded crossing water as one of life’s 

disagreeable necessities, rarely worth dignifying with a special name.  On reaching a river, 

travellers would do whatever was necessary: squelch through mud, walk across a rickety 

bridge, wait for the tide to go down, or pay a ferryman.  Modern expectations about dry feet 

and well-engineered bridges did not apply in the ancient world. 

4: Itinerary Names and Numbers 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Landscape-Place-names-Margaret-Gelling/dp/1900289261
http://www.romaneranames.uk/v/vindogla.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Roman_bridges
http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archiveDS/archiveDownload?t=arch-1132-1/dissemination/pdf/118/118_136_164.pdf
https://books.google.co.uk/books/about/The_Bridges_of_Medieval_England.html?id=IElPAAAAMAAJ
http://www.romaneranames.uk/p/ponsaeli.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ponte_Sant%27Angelo
http://www.romaneranames.uk/a/adpontem.htm
http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archiveDS/archiveDownload?t=arch-2791-1/dissemination/pdf/PTC2-report_final_pdfa.pdf
http://www.romaneranames.uk/t/triponti.htm
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Two men who did almost as much as Ivan Margary to reveal Britain’s Roman road network 

to a wider public were O G S Crawford and A L F Rivet.  Both served as Archaeology 

Officers for the Ordnance Survey, whose headquarters lie in the north of Southampton.  Both 

lived while everyone believed that most ancient British names were created in a Celtic 

language ancestral to Welsh and before that belief was shown to be wrong.  Consequently the 

classic book on the Place-Names of Roman Britain by Rivet and Smith (1979) has mis-

translated and/or mis-located an appallingly large fraction of ancient names. 

Trying to correct some of those mistakes is risky.  There is never enough space to explain all 

the uncertainties and it is easy to make a fresh mistake and look like an idiot by stating it too 

confidently.  Nevertheless, here I go, with part of iter 15 of the Antonine Itinerary: 

Durnonovaria – viii – Vindocladia – xii – Sorbiodoni – viii –  

Brige – xi – Venta Velgarum – xxi – Vindomi – xv – Calleva 

Durnonovaria, modern Dorchester, has suffered a manuscript copying error.  The Celtic 

scholar Kenneth Jackson suggested amending that name by taking out two letters, -no-, to 

make it fit a daft Celtic etymology based on fist-sized pebbles.  He seems not to have noticed 

that *Duronovaria (with just one letter n taken out) potentially meant Duro- ‘crossing’ 

(mentioned above) plus *nov- ‘river’ (well attested but with precise origin uncertain) plus 

*aria ‘junctions’ (compare arthritis) perfectly describes ancient Dorchester. 

Vindocladia fits the Roman fort and settlement at Shapwick because Margary’s road 4e runs 

straight there from Dorchester, and that location, by a crossing of the river Stour, is an 

excellent fit to a name meaning of ‘fair river crossing’.  Other recorded forms Vindogladia 

and Bindogladia illustrate unremarkable Latin C/G and B/V spelling variations. 

Sorbiodoni fits a slightly jokey translation of ‘soggy bottom’ (compare adsorb plus down or 

the river Don).  River crossings are the archetypal named sites on Roman roads.  The likely 

location is at a crossing of the Hampshire river Avon south of Ringwood at Wattons’s Ford 

SU138016.  Iter 15 is here approximating the modern A31, because Clarke wrote that 

Margary’s road 422 “has now been extended beyond Stoney Cross, and it proceeds via Picket 

Hill, Hightown to Watton’s Ford on the Avon, to the fortress at Lake Farm.” 

Brige probably lay at the Nursling Roman settlement among wetlands where the rivers Test 

and Blackwater merge into Southampton water.  Since the name resembles ‘bridges’ 

(compare Brugge in Belgium), it is satisfying that England’s oldest known bridge, dating 

from about 1500 BC, was nearby. 

Venta Belgarum fits Winchester, as the gathering place of Belgae, people who apparently had 

cousins in northern Gaul.  The correct meaning of Venta is uncertain.  One theory explains it 

as ‘sacrificial site’ (compare the ending of Bellerophon), but I prefer to relate it to happy 

things (compare Venus). 

Vindomi could mean something like ‘pleasant travel’, which sounds like the brand name of a 

motorway service station, but does not greatly help to choose a location.  The mileage fits 

Neatham (SU740412), where the Silchester–Chichester Roman road crossed the river Wey. 

Calleva, at the end of iter 15, is modern Silchester.  The name has good parallels among later 

English place names based on a word that meant ‘bald’ (like Latin calvus) when applied to 

people and ‘bare’ when applied to hills (compare Calvary). 

This whole analysis seriously contradicts Rivet and Smith.  To understand why I offer seven 

new translations and four new locations it is necessary to confront the tricky subject of 

mileages reported by the Itinerary.  Problems arise from four main sources: 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Place-Names-Roman-Britain-L-F-Rivet/dp/0713420774
http://www.romaneranames.uk/d/duronova.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/v/vindogla.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/s/sorbiodo.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/b/briga.htm
http://www.pastscape.org.uk/hob.aspx?hob_id=226702
http://www.wessexarch.co.uk/projects/hampshire/testwood/oldest_bridge.html
http://www.romaneranames.uk/v/venta.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/v/vindomi.htm
http://www.pastscape.org.uk/hob.aspx?hob_id=244074
http://www.romaneranames.uk/c/calleva.htm
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1.  Copying errors.  Most often a single character has been lost or mis-copied.  Two stages of 

iter 15 seem to have each lost ten (x) Roman miles.  See below. 

2.  Route uncertainty.  Sometimes this just involves minor twists and turns of the road, but it 

can mean there is a gap in Margary’s catalogue of roads.  For example, surely iter 15’s path 

from the Roman fort at Shapwick to join the A31 route heading east did not deviate north via 

Badbury Rings, but took a direct link towards Wimborne, north of the big Roman fort at Lake 

Farm.  Or there may need to be a complete upset to current thinking.  The stage from 

Winchester to Neatham implies that a Roman road remains to be found near the route of the 

modern A31, through places with names such as Gilbert Street. 

3.  Starting points.  It can be uncertain where mileages are measured from – the centre of a 

settlement or its front gate?  Some Roman sites compete with a major hill-fort to be the key 

location, such as Shapwick versus Badbury Rings, Winchester versus St Catherine’s Hill, and 

Salisbury versus Old Sarum.  In Spain, Gonzalo Arias showed that an Itinerary name could 

often be a considerable distance away from its corresponding settlement, presumably where a 

signpost on the main road marked the turning off towards the settlement. 

4.  Roman mile.  Its length is usually taken as 1.481 km, but in this area some Roman 

mileages would fit real distances better if the mile was longer, more like our Statute Mile, 

1.609 km. 

In my experience, after due allowance for these issues, Itinerary mileages need to be taken 

very seriously.  Discrepancies usually indicate name-to-place misallocations.  See how well 

iter 15 ends up.  Two stages, marked in red, seem to have lost an x (ten miles). 
 

Roman name miles after modern name miles after 

Durnonovaria 8 Dorchester 18 

Vindocladia 12 Shapwick 14 

Sorbiodoni 8 Watton’s Ford 17 

Brige 11 Nursling 14 

Venta Velgarum 21 Winchester 19 

Vindomi 15 Neatham 16 

Calleva (end) Silchester (end) 

The time is ripe for someone with a strong grasp of mathematical cartography to use the 

improved locations of Roman places here and elsewhere in Britain to make a better estimate 

of the length of a Roman mile. 

5: Around Southampton 

Now let’s apply lessons learned from itinera 14 and 15 to iter 7, which runs thus: 

Regno – xx – Clausentum – x – Venta Belgarum – xxii – 

Galleva Atrebatum – xxii – Pontibus – xxii – Londinio. 

Rivet and Smith located Regno at Chichester, which is possible but far from convincing.  It 

does not fit the mileage figures and it would give iter 7 an awkward shape, doglegging back 

instead of heading purposefully towards an endpoint.  Furthermore, the idea that Chichester 

was the Roman civitas capital of a *Regnenses people is an imperfect synthesis of four pieces 

of evidence: (1) Tacitus mentioned “king Cogidumnus, who lived down to our day a most 

faithful ally”; (2) a broken inscription mentions ###IDVBNI REG MAGN BRIT; (3) Ptolemy 

mentioned people called Ρηγνοι, with a πολις at Νοιομαγος, where Greek ρηγνυω ‘to break 

asunder’ might suit a split-off kingdom to fit Tacitus’ narrative; and (4) Navimago regentium 

in the Cosmography naturally means something like ‘ship power of the regents’, which 

sounds like a royal navy base. 

https://books.google.co.uk/books/about/Grammar_in_the_Antonine_Itinerary.html?id=7SbaGwAACAAJ&redir_esc=y
http://www.romaneranames.uk/personal/togodumn.pdf
http://www.romaneranames.uk/r/rignoi.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/n/navimago.htm
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Noviomagus was a name used repeatedly across the Roman Empire, with first element 

generally accepted to mean ‘new’.  The nature of the place depends on what the second 

element should be likened too: magis ‘platter’ suggests a central market place; magnus 

‘great’ suggests a seat of power; machair ‘fertile plain’ appeals to romantic Celticists.  Three 

*Noviomagus places are known from Roman Britain.  One of them, Noviomagno (with an 

extra N) in the Cosmography, lay between Bindogladia and Onna, which makes it probably 

the correct ancient name of Old Sarum and not Chichester.  Onna, similar to a “Gaulish” 

word for ‘river’ and another place near Vindolanda, was probably at Horsebridge, where the 

Margary 45a Roman road crossed the river Test, and not at Nursling. 

The key to settling the location of Regno is the next name, Clausentum, which looks like a 

verbal noun from Latin claudo ‘to shut’, related to claustra ‘lock, barrier, dam’.  Rivet and 

Smith assigned it to Bitterne, where a promontory fort protruded into the river Itchen, but that 

is at least 11.6 miles from Winchester, not the 10 miles stated by iter 7.  The exact distance 

depends on the final part of the route to Bitterne (which Margary could not trace) and on how 

it crossed the Itchen.  Even considering all the distance issues just discussed, this discrepancy 

is worrying.  Perhaps Clausentum was near Swaythling and the tidal limit of the river Itchen, 

where Mans Bridge has existed since at least AD 932 and charters suggest that a “new river” 

came into being between AD 990 and 1045. 

At present I see no convincing argument that nails down the location of Clausentum better 

than somewhere beside the Itchen from Swaythling to Bitterne.  That implies that a Roman 

road remains to be discovered, carrying iter 7 across northern Southampton, to cross the Test 

at Nursling or Totton and to join the known route towards Lepe. 

A more radical solution would be to suggest that iter 7 stuck entirely to known Roman roads 

from Winchester to Lepe, but that would place Clausentum somewhere near Chilworth 

Common and a junction of the M27, where there seems to be nothing Roman, nor anything to 

fit the name.  Alternatively, maybe Regno really was at Chichester.  If so, Iter 7 mileages 

would not fit Clausentum at Wickham (where there was a Y junction of Roman roads to fit 

the name Armis), but Exton is a faint possibility. 

All this is rather disappointing, because the idea that Regno was at modern Lepe is such a 

tempting hypothesis.  The name Regno gives no clear answer, either.  It looks like a locative 

case of regnum ‘royal authority’ (or a verb) regno ‘to be king’, but Lepe seems a bit small 

and remote to be royal.  Regno was four centuries too early to refer to Cerdic and fifteen too 

early for Charles I’s imprisonment at Carisbrooke! 

6: Crossing the Thames 

Pontibus in iter 7 is usually said to belong at Staines, where most people vaguely imagine a 

multi-span bridge across the Thames, perhaps a bit like the modern bridge there.  However, 

no archaeological evidence has been found for a Roman bridge at Staines, and not much for a 

substantial Roman town.  Also, Itinerary mileages do not fit Staines. 

The line of Margary’s road 4a crosses the Thames near the modern Staines bridge, where the 

river is now about 60 metres wide and on average 2.8 metres deep.  In Roman times, the river 

would have been much wider and braided or swampy.  How wide is uncertain, but, for 

comparison, the mediaeval Thames near Waterloo Bridge was 360 metres wide and the zone 

around Staines officially declared to be at high risk of flooding is several kilometres wide. 

It follows that most of the river was very shallow, easy to cross by ford(s).  Any bridges over 

deep channels could be short and simple, relatively easy to construct from timber.  One can 

see what ancient Staines might have looked like from another place called Pontibus, in 

France at modern Ponches-Estruval, where the Roman road to Boulogne crossed the small 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Noviomagus
http://www.romaneranames.uk/n/noviomag.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/o/onna.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/c/clausent.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/a/armis.htm
http://www.romaneranames.uk/p/pontibus.htm
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/@51.4327126,-0.5164806,3a,75y,347.23h,91.75t/data=!3m8!1e1!3m6!1sAF1QipO_WfUGha1Hw0Wuv7REhh4G9_WB8mjVJw669lRb!2e10!3e11!6shttps:%2F%2Flh5.googleusercontent.com%2Fp%2FAF1QipO_WfUGha1Hw0Wuv7REhh4G9_WB8mjVJw669lRb%3Dw203-h100-k-n
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braided_river
Ponches-estruval
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river Authie.  That river now runs through a valley full of fishing ponds and damp meadows, 

where its braid of streams can be crossed by short bridges.  

If iter 7’s mileages are to be believed, Pontibus was not at Staines.  The last three stages are 

all xxii (22) miles, where 25, 27, and 21 miles might be expected.  Their total is about right (if 

the Roman mile was longer than 1.48 km, as suggested above), but the mid-point of the stage 

between Silchester and London lay somewhere around Virginia Water Lake, within a mile or 

so of modern Cascade Bridge, at SU978685.  That Lake was formed in 1753 by damming the 

river Bourne, which collects waters from a series of streams.  As one can see in this photo, 

the river leaves the Lake over a cascade waterfall into a little ravine, over which a short 

bridge would have been very desirable in Roman times. 

In fact a lot of that area was historically wet, and as the line of the Roman road approaches 

Staines, running roughly parallel with the modern A30, about 11 km away it hits Old 

Windsor Bog.  As McDougall (1854) put it: “at about a mile from Duke's Hill the road 

crosses a marsh, where, having been raised to a considerable height, it is in some parts very 

distinct”. 

The place name Windsor (earliest recorded form Windelesora) is widely claimed to mean 

‘windlass bank’, but this does not fit other places that independently have names like 

Windsor.  One of them, Winsor, is close to Tatchbury, mentioned above.  And Broadwindsor 

in Dorset is where Laurie (2016) studied culverts under a Roman road.  He explained that any 

road along the flank of a wet slope needs to be pierced with a series of culverts to avoid 

damage from water pooling on its uphill side. 

Also close to our likely Pontibus is the place name Wentworth, which is interesting because it 

may contain an element *werth, usually translated as ‘marsh’ (though ‘wart sticking up in 

marsh’ may be better), and probably seen at ancient Verteris (Brough Castle).  There is a 

whole class of W-vowel-N river names (Windle, Windrush, Wensum, Went, Wantsum, 

Wandle, etc), which have attracted various unconvincing explanations: ‘winding/wandering’, 

‘pleasant’, etc. 

Ekwall (1928) commented “Went is a very difficult name”, but he also suggested that 

Wantage was originally a river name derived from an early precursor of wane ‘to decrease’.  

This caught my eye because there are several instances of bourne ‘intermittent stream’ 

feeding into the Thames, and because Ptolemy’s Αβραουαννου (Abrawannu) river mouth 

was probably the Water of Luce, a spate river in Galloway. 

Variable rivers can be caused by several types of local topography, but they must have been a 

serious issue for Roman road builders to think about, in an age when more of the landscape 

went squelch under foot than now.  Roads needed to be prepared for flooding, whether it was 

insidiously slow, due to a gently rising water table, or ragingly fast, from overflowing rivers. 

Variable river flows directly affect fords.  Every tidal river contains a zone where it is 

possible to wade across the river at low tide, yet cargo boats can float past at high tide.  That 

zone is many miles long near London, where the tidal range is 6 to 8 metres vertically, but its 

position has shifted upstream as sea levels have risen relative to land since Roman times, 

possibly by as much as 3.5 metres. 

Staines is beyond the direct influence of tides, but let’s think some more about crossing the 

Thames lower down.  It is not seriously doubted that a precursor of London Bridge existed 

for much of the Roman occupation, but until recently most people crossed the Thames by 

boat, costing money, or by ford, getting wet.  A regular ferry still runs between Gravesend in 

Kent and Tilbury in Essex, which may have had a medieval precursor a little downriver, from 

Cliffe to East Tilbury.  As explained here, causeways through the riverside marshes may have 

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1001177
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Bourne,_Chertsey
https://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/3935727
http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archiveDS/archiveDownload?t=arch-379-1/dissemination/pdf/vol_1/surreyac001_061-065_mcdougall.pdf
http://alsystems.algroup.co.uk/archaeology/culverts/culverts5.pdf
http://www.romaneranames.uk/v/verteris.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Bourne,_Addlestone#Windle_Brook
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Went
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bourne_(stream)
http://www.romaneranames.uk/a/abravann.htm
http://www.cliffehistory.co.uk/crossing.html
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approached that Cliffe ferry site in Roman times, even leading to a ford across the Thames 

that might have been relevant during the Roman invasion. 

In conclusion, long-distance Roman roads were only one element in a whole transport 

network.  For the carriage of goods they were less important than water or local roads.  There 

is much still to be found out.  To take investigation forward will require skills in archaeology, 

linguistics, or mathematical cartography that I do not possess.  Working with ancient names 

always involves guesswork and some of the guesses will inevitably be wrong. 

Thanks to Gavin Smith, David Hall, Mike Haseler, Peter Laurie, and Suzanne Miller for 

helpful comments on this article. 
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